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THREE THINGS THIS WEEK

1. World Cup Weekend

What it is: No, not soccer. The Fortnite World Cup starts Friday.

Why it’s huge: Wondering why you’ve been hearing even more about Fortnite lately? (Is that

even possible?!) This is why. The first-ever, $30-million, multipart competition is what

Fortnite enthusiasts have been waiting for. All the biggest esports stars will be there, and the

whole thing will be streaming for free basically everywhere

(https://www.theverge.com/2019/7/25/20708650/fortnite-world-cup-preview-streaming-

twitch-youtube-esports) (including while playing the game

(https://www.engadget.com/2019/07/23/fortnite-picture-in-picture-streaming/)). If you

have a fan in your household, it’s a good chance to enter their world by watching some of

the competition with them and having them explain the ins and outs to you. It’s also a good

chance to help foster IRL (https://www.grammarly.com/blog/irl-meaning/) community by

encouraging them to have their friends over to watch and play together. And when the hype

of the weekend dies down, leaving a void, it’s a perfect chance to step in with other

activities to remind them that Fortnite is just one small part of life 

🙂

2. Gen Screen’s Self-Esteem
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What it is: To no one’s surprise, teen self-esteem has plummeted, and most experts believe

the decline is linked to screen time (https://thesource4parents.com/parenting-

help/building-the-self-esteem-of-generation-screen/).

Why there’s hope: Social media is an incessant act of comparison, constantly reminding our

kids they don’t measure up, will never be enough, or never have enough. And while physical

activity, service projects, more time outside, and media fasts can all be great ways to

combat comparison and kick-start a healthy view of self, self-esteem does have its

limitations since it’s often based on achievements. Instead, help your teen practice self-

compassion (https://www.health.harvard.edu/mental-health/4-ways-to-boost-your-self-

compassion) by treating themselves with kindness, grace, and acceptance. The truth is they

are enough because their worth isn’t earned but freely given as a “chosen child of God,

precious in God’s eyes (https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/9477-life-of-the-

beloved-spiritual-living-in-a-secular-world), called the ‘Beloved’ from all eternity.” To remind

them who they are, read Henri Nouwen’s Life of the Beloved

(https://www.cokesbury.com/9780824519865-Life-of-the-Beloved?refq=Henri%20nouwen)

as a family or watch this beautiful interview (https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=XWrru31ZPzo) with theologian and humanitarian Jean Vanier.

3. Football FTW!

What it is: When Christian, a boy with Autism, invited his friends to his ninth birthday party

and only one person RSVPed, a high school football team stepped up

(https://www.cnn.com/2019/07/24/us/birthday-party-football-trnd/index.html).

Why it’s what the world needs more of: As his mom explained

(https://www.facebook.com/lindsay.v.larsen/posts/10161987111625486), because Christian

is autistic, many of his peers don’t understand his differences. Some of them even ignored

him or told him no when he invited them to his party. Luckily, the local football coach saw

her post explaining her sadness and frustration and asked his team to attend the party. They
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immediately and enthusiastically said yes. At the party, they chanted Christian’s name,

brought him presents, and played games with him, all of which caused him to say it was

“the best birthday ever!” It’s a great reminder of how our teens want to make a difference;

sometimes they just need adults to nudge them toward the opportunities around them.

Spotlight: Anxious about your child starting college in a few short weeks? Will they make

friends? Will they get into trouble? Will their faith take a backseat? Check out our brand-

new Parent’s Guide to College Prep (https://axis.org/product/a-parents-guide-to-college-

prep/), which offers practical tips for setting your child up for success, not just in academics,

but in their faith as they embark on this new journey.

UPCOMING MOVIES

The barrage of new movies and movie trailer coming out each week can be hard to keep up

with all of it. And even though streaming services are booming, teens still view going to the

theater as a fun way to meet up with friends and escape the craziness of the real world for a

couple hours. With school right around the corner, here are some movies coming out in the

next month your kids may hope to cram in before going back to early mornings and long

nights of homework.

Once Upon a Time in Hollywood (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ELeMaP8EPAA) (July

26)

Quentin Tarantino’s 9th film follows a Hollywood actor and his stunt double as they navigate

a Hollywood that barely recognizes them anymore. The peppy, vintage feel of its 1969

setting and real-world connections to Sharon Tate and the Charles Manson murders may

intrigue your teens. This one comes out tonight, so prepare to be hearing about it, if you

haven’t already!

Fast & Furious Presents: Hobbs and Shaw (https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=HZ7PAyCDwEg) (August 2)
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A departure from the entire Fast and Furious crew, this film follows Dwane Johnson’s and

Jason Statham’s characters (previously pitted against each other) as they work together to

stop a super-enhanced super-villain. Lots of fighting and explosions and car stunts are sure

to appeal to teen viewers.

The Art of Racing in the Rain (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dp2ufFO4QGg) (August

9)

Based on the popular YA novel of the same name, a dog recounts the stories of his life with

his owner, a former race car driver. If your child likes dogs, or crying, this is sure to be one

they will want to see, especially if they’ve read the book.

Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vlya92LZqZw) (August

9)

Another book adaption, this Guillermo del Toro film follows a pretty standard horror plot of

teens finding a spooky book in a spooky house and spooky things happen when it comes to

life. The PG-13 rating means more teens will see it, as well as a good chance to prove your

bravery on a date (the movie move (https://vimeo.com/109518905), anyone?).

Good Boys (https://youtu.be/Xc8lxfmcF94) (August 16)

Seth Rogen is back with Superbad (https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0829482/)—but with 12-

year-olds. The gradual increase of over-the-top hijinks and portrayal of relatable situations

pre-teens face may have your kids begging you to take them (since it’s very appropriately

rated R).

10 PREMIUM INSIGHTS

A broader look at the world that teens inhabit.

Skim our summary or click the links to read more.

Engage your teens in conversation about their world.

THEY SAID IT BEST:
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“Christ has no body now on earth but yours, no hands but yours, no feet but yours. Yours are

the eyes through which to look out Christ’s compassion to the world. Yours are the feet

which he is to go about doing good; Yours are the hands with which he is to bless men now.”

—Teresa of Avila (https://www.cokesbury.com/9780860123286-Complete-Works-St--

Teresa-of-Avila-Vol1?refq=Teresa%20of%20AVila)

TECHNOLOGY

Apps/Websites

1. Ah, media content. There’s just too much of it, and the options for consuming it seem to

be multiplying every single day. It also costs a lot of money to subscribe to the zillions of

streaming services on offer so you can watch all the shows everyone is talking about. That’s

what the new free software Plex (https://www.theverge.com/2019/7/23/20697751/piracy-

plex-netflix-hulu-streaming-wars) hopes to fix.

Plex is a DIY media streaming platform that hosts content people upload to its servers, and

it’s pretty easy to use (your teen can definitely figure out how to use it; you could probably

even figure out how to use it). The problem is, it works kind of the way Napster did: Anyone

can upload any (read: probably pirated) content, and anyone can stream the content it

stores. Plex also operates as a network of “host” cells that require an invitation. That means if

your teen is using Plex, they’re also part of a tight-knit community of other users who share

“media” on it. That media, we should note, could be anything, including media they don’t

own. It’s probably a good time to have a conversation with your teen about licensing law

and the fact that there can be real-world consequences for illegally pirating licensed,

copyrighted material.

2. Speaking of insular online communities: Jordan Peterson, author of Twelve Rules for Life

and a cult hero of a certain libertarian-minded brand of young person, is launching a

platform called “Thinkspot.” Thinkspot will supposedly function as a sort of Patreon platform

(Patreon is basically a way to donate money to voices/artists you support in exchange for
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access to their content). Presumably Thinkspot will host a forum for fans of Peterson and his

“intellectual dark web” compatriots where they can be free of “censorship.” People who

don’t like Peterson (which is a lot of people) are already comparing the platform to Gab, a

scary internet platform where some young men have been radicalized toward violence. [To

get the whole deal on Peterson and what he represents, check out our Parent Guide

(https://axis.org/product/a-parents-guide-to-jordan-peterson/)].

POP CULTURE

Film/TV/Streaming

3. File this one under things that probably seemed like a good idea until they were

complete. Cats!, the extremely trippy Broadway musical by Andrew Lloyd Weber, now has a

live-action film adaptation. The film stars everyone from Taylor Swift to Jennifer Hudson and

is set for release this Christmas. When the trailer (https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=FtSd844cI7U) for the movie dropped a few days ago, every social media platform had a

field day—the uncanny combination of CGI, costuming, and stage makeup on recognizable

actors like James Corden and Rebel Wilson is campy in all the wrong ways. Pull this one up

on your screen to have a laugh or two with your teen, if you dare.

Social Media

4. Last week, we established (https://hyperallergic.com/509680/83-of-gen-z-phone-

users-feel-more-comfortable-expressing-emotions-through-emojis/) that teens feel more

comfortable using emoji to express emotions than they do using their actual words. Now a

Twitter bot (https://www.dailydot.com/unclick/emoji-mashup-bot-memes/) takes on the

task of mashing two emoji together to sum up a difficult-to-describe emotion. The

popularity of this bot is more likely to be a flash in the pan, but it still tells us something

deep about the chasm in communication between older generations and Gen Z. While we

may use emoji as a way to emphasize or underscore the way we feel, Gen Z feels like they

need a wider variety of emotions in order to say what they need to say.
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5. Mega-influencer and reigning king of prank vlogging Logan Paul

(https://www.aol.com/article/entertainment/2019/07/23/logan-paul-no-longer-a-

controversial-youtube-star-during-fox-business-interview/23776552/) is probably not doing

great. His dog was recently eaten by a coyote, and his beloved parrot

(https://www.dailydot.com/upstream/logan-paul-maverick-parrot-eaten/?tw=dd) suffered

a similar fate just this week. And now, in a bizarre interview with Fox Business, he said that

the influencer bubble is most likely about to burst and that he doesn’t expect to keep raking

in the profits at levels he once did. He also claimed to “possibly” be the fastest man alive

and admitted to have come on the air with pinkeye, so maybe he wasn’t in the best frame of

mind at the moment. Logan Paul has never been a good role model, to be sure, but even his

biggest fans might learn something from the potential decline of Paul and the industry that

made him famous.

Music

6. “Old Town Road” continues to rule the summer charts and, probably, your teens’ hearts.

Yet another new remix of the song, this time featuring Young Thug and Mason Ramsey (the

Walmart yodeling kid (https://www.rollingstone.com/music/music-country/mason-

ramsey-inside-the-curious-fame-of-lil-hank-williams-716053/)), debuted on July 16 and the

video has already racked up close to 8 million YouTube views

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aA7xDP9sQzk). Not bad for a song that’s in its fifth,

sixth, or seventh iteration—we’ve kind of lost track. Best (weirdest?) of all, the entire video is

a long in-joke of memes and visual gags, culminating in Lil Nas and Billy Ray Cyrus storming

Area 51 to “see them aliens,” just like the Facebook group prank that went viral a few weeks

ago.

7. It’s remarkable that Chance the Rapper has managed to win 7 Grammys without ever

releasing a traditional, big label-sponsored album. All that is about to change though, since

his debut album The Big Day is dropping any minute. (The original release date was set for
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today, but there is some kind of mysterious delay that only intensifies the hype around the

album). The Kanye West prodigy has performed his genre-bending, gospel-styled lyrics

and choir-ready rap songs on shows like SNL, The Tonight Show with Jimmy Fallon, and the

Grammys themselves. Chance also got married this year and is expecting a baby, so the

title has another level of significance. (Just try to watch this performance

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0j8frgmdvgc) without smiling, it’s impossible!)

8. Have you noticed the onslaught of “festival” products and attire geared toward teens? In

the past, musical festivals were more the faire of college students and free-spirited young

adults. But in the 1990s, the Vans Warped Tour changed all that (https://www.vox.com/the-

goods/2019/7/23/20704187/warped-tour-consumerist-music-festival-revolution). To some

teens, summer is now practically about engaging with culture in ways that feel entertaining,

warm, and free, and festivals are the epitome of that. But today’s festivals are certainly not

Woodstock—they’re more like consumerist free-for-alls sponsored by brands, with

musicians desperate for their big break on side stages while tired punk rockers play on the

main stage. It’s kind of sad! That said, your artsy child begging for tickets to the big show

coming to town is likely not up to no good. Instead, he or she is simply trying to purchase an

experience that’s being sold to them, hard. Regardless of if your teen is allowed to attend

these musical events, try to sympathize with where they are coming from when they say

they want to go.

TEEN CULTURE

Negative Things/Pathologies

9. Could these dinner plates (https://www.huffpost.com/entry/macys-eating-disorders-

alie-ward_n_5d353479e4b004b6adb1d58b) trigger an eating disorder? Macy’s came under

fire this week for selling plates from a brand called Pourtions. Supposedly the plates were

meant to be funny, with “clever” labels marking the different portion sizes (e.g. a small

portion is marked as “skinny jeans” while larger portions are marked as “mom jeans”). The
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plates were promptly, as the kids say, “cancelled,” and Macy’s pulled them from shelves

after eating disorder awareness groups slammed the premise of the dinnerware that

shames people’s food intake. While the whole affair might strike some as an overreaction,

the truth is that it’s not yet a kind world out there for anyone with body image issues.

GOING DEEPER

10. This piece in The Atlantic (https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2019/08/an-

epidemic-of-disbelief/592807/) is so triggering and upsetting that we wouldn’t be linking to

it unless we thought it was important. Investigations into police precincts in some of

America’s largest cities reveal that thousands and thousands of rape kits are going untested.

(For the unfamiliar, a rape kit is used to collect DNA evidence from victims of sexual assault

when they first report to a medical professional or the authorities.) That means that despite

cultural factors like the #MeToo movement and support networks for abuse survivors, many

sexual predators who should be facing consequences continue to walk free.

It also underscores a crisis in confidence in the police and other entities—a crisis that many

members of Gen Z have been internalizing over the past years.This is not to criticize the

wonderful work that most law enforcement officials do, but to call attention to the fact that,

for a generation who is consistently rocked by scandals of abuse of power, traditional

bastions of safety and protection are harder than ever to trust. If your kid denigrates or

seems disrespectful of law enforcement agencies, stories like this are the reason why. True

crime podcasts like the most recent season of Serial and In the Dark add to an ominous,

pervading feeling amongst teens that the people who are supposed to be looking out for

Gen Z might not be. High profile cases of police brutality are also deeply steeped in their

cultural consciousness.

The only angle to take here is to focus on the truth: that police officers and people in

authority are mostly normal people trying to do a very difficult—some may say impossible—

job. More than that, though, we have to emphasize that there’s no earthly judgment that’s
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completely fair or void of bias. To hope for such a thing would be to hope in vain. Hearing

about abuse of power doesn’t have to surprise or destabilize us. When we place our hope in

the justice to come, we are in a better position to grieve with the afflicted while also

supporting the current systems of authority in good faith whenever we’re able to. Reacting

graciously to our teen’s cynicism whenever we can does make a difference, even if it takes a

while to see it.

KEEP THE FAITH!

The Axis Team
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